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Grid Finals Begin Sunday

The Athletic Association has announced the schedule for the second robin intramural football finals which begin this weekend. Opponents within each division were arbitrarily selected for these finals, in which each league champion will play every other league leader in order to select a division champion. All games will be played at two o'clock on either field two or field four. The schedule is published at the end of this article.

**Beta vs. Delta**

Beta Theta Pi and Delta Tau Delta, traversed upon during regular league this season, meet this Sunday in a game that should be marked by outstanding defensive play. The Betas boast the better offense, however, and should manage to dominate the game. The Delta rugged defense, which necessitated for their 2-0 victory over Theta Chi, is anchored by all star lineman Joe Theriau '58. Theriau could be instrumental in stopping the passing punch of Bob Crepe '70 to all star and Warren Goughan '58. However, all star back Jon Russell '59, supported by the incisive Betas' line, should account for most of the afternoon's ground gains and set up Betas' touchdowns. The success of the Delt offensive will depend on all star back Dan Holland's ability to find his ends, particularly Dan Michaels '60, through the tight Beta pass defense. **SCHEDULE**

**SIZES**

Beta Theta Pi vs. Delta Tau Epsilon Phi: Field 2.
Delta Tau Epsilon Phi vs. Phi Kappa Delta: Field 4.
Phi Kappa Delta vs. Gamma Delta: Field 1.
Gamma Delta vs. Phi Epsilon Phi: Field 2.
Phi Epsilon Phi vs. Baker House: Field 2.
Baker House vs. Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Field 1.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Sigma Mu Delta: Field 4.
Sigma Mu Delta vs. Fiji House: Field 1. **PREDICTIONS**

Baker vs. Sigma Mu Delta: Field 2.
Sigma Mu Delta vs. Fiji House: Field 4.
Fiji House vs. Beta Theta Pi: Field 4. **Sunday Evening November 10 at 8 o'clock**

**ROBERT FROST**

*An Evening with Robert Frost*

FORD HALL FORUM

JORDAN HALL — Saturday, 8:30 P.M. — BOSTON 

DOORS OPEN 7:45 P.M. — EVERYONE WELCOME

MAKE YOUR SELECTION OF the TECH COOP

Old Spice AFTER SHAVE LOTION

Refreshing antiseptic action heals razor nicks. Helps keep your skin in top condition. 1.00 at

Open Letter to the Mechanical and Metallurgical Engineer

Are you aware of the fact that over 40 per cent of our sales are in the non-chemical field; that we manufacture such products as 'Winchester' firearms, "Western" brass, "Western" cartridges, "Ramset" powder, actuated tools, "Olin" aluminum, "Frostkraft" packaging materials and "Eucata" line papers?

We are completing the construction of a multi-million dollar aluminum fabricating plant near Clarion, Ohio, and are expanding our nuclear fuel program at New Haven, Connecticut. We have recently established a Metallurgical Research Division and are in the process of staffing it.

As you can see, these are the types of operations requiring engineers such as yourself. For more detailed information, you should contact your placement office.

GEIN MATHIESEN CHEMICAL CORP.